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'EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EVALUATION OF THE ESOL/BILINGUAL PROGRAM:
VALIDATION AND RELIABILITY OF THE ASSESSMENT MEASURES

BACKGROUND

MCPS provides English language instruction to students whose English
proficiency is too limited -for them, to functioR effectively in regular
classes. Approximately,3,800 students, most of whom ark foreign born, Teceive
such instruction each year. 'Students of limiteeinglish language proficiency
receive language instruction"in English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL)
and/or bilingual classes under the direction of the ESOL/Bilingual Division.

ESOL/Bilingual services are intended to prepare students to function with
little or no supplemental English language instruction in regular MCPS
classes. It is an intensive program of services that is1 expected to be of
limited duration for any individual student. Normally, k student with limited
English language skills will be enrolled in ESOL/Bilingual classes upon entry
into MCPS, receive ESOL/Bilingual senfices in addition to other instructional
services until he/she reaches exit-level English language próficienCy, and

, will subsequently move into a regular MCPS instructional program.
ESOL/Bilingual services are offered at levels ranging from beginning to
advanced, depending on students' English language proficiency. A formal
testing process (referred to as "entry/exit testing") has been used to
determine students' initial pladement in the ESOL/Bilingual program and to
evalvate students' readiness for departure from the ESOL/Bilingual program.

At the request of the ESOL/Bilingual Division, the Department of Educational
Accountability (DEA) began Sn evaluation of ESOL/Bilingual services during the
1981-82 school_ year. The first phase of this study, focusing on-the
entry/exit testing process, was ddsigned to evaluate, the individual
instruments used for testing, as well. as the overall entry/exit testing
proceiss. This report presents'. the results of this evaluation. The second
phase of the evaluation, an evaluation of ESOL/Bilingual service delivery and
follow-up on program graduates, is being initiated during the 1982-83' school.
year.

THE ENTRY/EXIT TESTING PROCESS

When students of limited English proficienCy enter MCPS, they are .tested with
a, battery af instruments designed to measure their English language skills.
Performance on the assessment battery determines

1

whether and at what level
they are .placed in ESOL/Bilingual classes.. 'Students are moved from
ESOL/Bilingual classes into a "mainstream" MCPS _instructional program when
they attain the exit-level criterion score on a similar-assessment battery.
Whereas .the timing of students' entry testing.is predetermined (upon' .1.nitial
entry into MCPS), students may be exit tested ,at any .,point when their
teacher(s) or parents request it to. determine their readiness for program
exit.

1. For Grades .1-6, there are three levels of proficiency fc-om beginning to'
advanced; fDr Grades 7-12,'theTe are five levels of proficiency.

4



THE ESOL TESTS

Exhibir 1 describes the instruments Used for entry/exit testing. The entry
assessment battery consists of three instruments: the anguage Assessment
Scale (LAS), the Minimum English Competency Test (MEC), and the Entry Teacher
Evaluarion. ,

The LAS is a commercial test that was nationally standardized on Hispanic
student4. It assesses receptive and expressive oral language skills and is

individually administered. The MEC was developed by MCPS ESOL program staff
to assess listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills. The MEC is

generalli, individually administered,^ although parts of it may be Kroup
administered.

Finally, the Entry Teacher Evaluation, an interview individually administered
by the ESOL teacher, assesses students' English language pronunciation,
grammar, vocabulary, fluency, and comprehension. The Entry Teacher Evaluation
was developed by M,CPS:

e.

Students' .subtest scores on each instrument are weighted and combined into a
single total entry score, which prov des the basis fordetermining initial
ESOL/Bilingual placement. Appendixl A provides more detail on the test
instruments and scoring pspcedures.

The ex-it assessment battery also consigts of three instruments: a parallel
form of the NEC, the LAS (a parallel form does not exist), and the Exit
Teacher Evaluation. The Exit Teacher Evaluation differs from the entry form
in that Jt looks not only at communication skills but also places a good deal
of emphasis on students' classroom. perforMance. Scores from he separate
instruments are' weighted to provide a single totaf exit score, which is then
compared to a preestablished exit-level 4rtterion to determine students'
readiness for .departure from the ESOL/Bilingual program. The Exit Teacher
Evaluation is usually completed by non-ESOL teachers.

ST1.75? OBJECTIYES

The entry/exit testing process evaluation has three major objectives:

To determine the validity of the MEC As an entry/exit assessment of
students' English language proficiency. The MEC, unlike the LAS,

has not been validated on a large sample of students with limited
English language proficieno.y.

p To.determine whether parts of the assessment battery are redundant.
Elimination of redundancy would result in a more streamlined testing
process without loss of validity, More, specifically, the question is

whether the LAS, which is extremely time-consuming to administer,
could be removed froM ttie testing battery.

o To determine the reliability and validity of the overall entry/exit
testing process. Overall performance determines the placement of
students and the services received. If the overall assessment
')actery is nct valid, placement decisions are likely to be suspect
and :he resultant services received pf questionable appropriateness.

5
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Instiument Skills Assessed

EXIfIBIT 1

ESOL Entry and Exit Test instruments

Perventage Adminis- Grade Form Form
of Score at tration Levels Used at Used at.

Ently ,Exit Type Assessed Entry Exit

language Minimal sound pairs% 10 10 ludividual K-6 A,B
a

Assessment lexical, phonemes, . 7-12

Scale comprehension,,oral
production

Minimum English Listening, spyaking 60 50 Individual K-2 B

Competenuy . -.( or group
Te,A LiNtuning, speaking, individual 3-6

. reading, writing
I

or group 7-8

9-12

Teacher , Protium. i a t ion ,4g. 30 NA Individual K712 .. - NA

Evaluation grammar, vocabulary, (st.ructured

(Entry) fluencY, comprehenslon interview)

Teache: Rate of learning, N NA 40 indivi-dual K-12 NA

Evaluation academic perf,ormance, (teacher
.

(Exit) , work/study habits and checklist)
motivation, compld'e- )' (b)

tress and Limeliue!.!s

01 work, class parti-
cipation i

Ability to communiate NA 0

with the teacher,
ability to CoMmit nicate

with peers, te cher's
prediction of t (c)

student's 1 elihood-
of success ii school
without ESOL/

Bilingual ./

(a) While two forms exist., they are not parallel. Some teachers use Form A for
Entry and Exit, and some use Form B.

(by These skills arc included in total score computation.
(c) These skills are not included In totdl score computation.



SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

,

The study found that the individual components of the entryixit testing

process differed in reliability and validity and were Eo some extent .

zedundant. The specific findings are discussed in the following:

1 o Analyses comparing performanse on the MEC and LAS indicate that, in

general, test .scores on the two measures are similar. Sinte the LAS

is a nationally standardized and validated measure fot Hispanic-

students, this suggests that the MEC may,he considered to be valid

measure of English' language skills for the MCPS Hispanic students.

o Additional analyses relating MEC sc res to classroom pertnrmance and

to the performance of native "glish speakers provide further

evidence that the MEC is a valid me sure of English proficiency. The

data show that the test differen ates appropriately between students

of different instructional levels from all language grnups, and

measures-skills possessed by the native English speaker.

o

p

Considerake time is devoted to the administration of the ?LAS, which
must be given to students individually. However, students' scores on

the LAS comprise only /10 percent of their total scores on the

entry/exit assessment baytery, The MEC, which takes less time to

administer than the *AS, has heen found to-be a valid meaeure'of

students' oral and wr ten Englisti language skills and provides data

simllar to that of t LAS.

o The study .found ythat regardless of performance on the MEC, Asian
students received4tigher scores than Hispanic 4students on the Exit

Teacher Eva1uar4on and because of this were sometimes exited from the
program with 19p proficiency in the English language. This is

primarily beceuse the score on the, exit instrument1 which makes up 40
percent of thi total exit score, reflects in large past classroom

teachers' iSsessments of student performance in non-EgOL subjects.

This findiiig raises questions regarding both the goals of the ESOL

program :iind the degree to which the Exit Teacher Evaluation validly,
assesse:students' readiness tofunction in the mainstrham.

o The t liability of the teacher evaluations is at present untested).

Pow c4r, tHe lack of wr,itten objective criteria for their scoring

ta 4es quest,ions concerning tbeir use.

Jf
/

The reita
from sev

and validity of the overall endry/exiC Process is questioned

1 perspec:i!.es.

o ff First, since the .teacher e-valuations make up 30 percent Of the entry

and 40 percent of the exit score, problems with them strongly affect

:he valiaity of the overall testing process.

Second, some teachers had a disproportionately large numbered,
students wtth total score's of 0. This suggests tha: at least sdthe c)f

the teachers are not implementing the assessment process'at entry but
rather are simply assigning a 0 t) students and plazing them in the

Lowest level of proficiency.



,

o Third, the standard errors of the tests are large (10 to 13 points
at entry, 6 to 7 at exit) relative to the range of scores associated
with placement in diffirent instructional preficiency levels. This
problem is especially severe at the secondary level where a standard
error .of this magnitude could alter a student's placement by as much
as two levels in either direction.

o Fourth, for a variety of reasons, including the domplexi of the

weighting procedure, the need to combine scores from tJIe subtests,
and the difficulty of scoring the LAS, computational ertors were
found in over 30 perCent of the scores. In a number f cases, these
errors led to students being placed in an inst uctiOnal level
different from that actually indicated by their score

PROGRESS TO DATE

As a result of informal sharing of the study tesu4s with ESOL pfogram
managers, the following changes have already,taken place kn the ESOL testing
program:

o The LAS has been eliminated from entry and exit test4ng, resulting
in a time savings of approximately 1,500 student hour and 1,500.

staff hours for the 1982-83 academic year alone.

o A testing team has been formulated by the ESOL office to teSt,all
entering and exiting ESOL students. Prior to the 1982-83 sci=lOol

year, this team approach was tried on a pilot basis. Results of thi
evaluation helped justify the need for the team for the overall
testing proceis. The use of the tehm will eliminate much of the \

concerns associated with,inconsistent test administration and scoring
as well as free more teacher and aide time for instruction.-

The Teacher Evaluations now coperibuee 30 percent of the total
battery scoras, and the MEC 70 percent. Shus, the total score is mow
based to a larger extent on an instrument that is valid at least for
MCI'S ZSOL population.

o Discussions have already begun :among ESOI: staff at all ranks
concerning the discrepancy in performance of Hispanic and Asian
students cn the Exit Teacher Evaluations completed by classroom
teachers. Plans are being mad8 by both program and DEA staff to
follow up on this finding.,

RECOMMENDATIONS'

7.1e anpve steps provide tangible solutions to many of the conc ns raised in

this report. The following recomtendations address the remaining oncerns:

o The Exit Teacher Evaluation .process needs further examination. As

it stands, 30 percent of the student's exit score is based on

considerations not directly related to English language proficiency.
The 7hilosophical4 issue of whether classroom performance can or

should c.:erride a student's opportunity to be mainstreamed from z
language program must be addressed. And, if it is decided that this



performance is an important criterion for leaving -the ESOL program,
the services provided'to students need to be examiAed to assess their
adeqUacy in this area.

o A controlled reliability analysis is suggested for what remains of

the entry and exit batteries. Included in this analysis would be an
examination of the teacher evalpation iftstruments in light Of their
objectivity and appropriateness Yor the purposes for which they are
used, a complete item analysis of the MEC with a view towafds
possible elimination of some items, and a gasch calibration of items
across grade and language proficiency levels.

o Every effort should be made to further reduce the easurement error
associated with the entry and exit batteries. .As a short-term
solution, reduction of the number of ESOL working- revels ln Grades
7-12 from five levels to three,'thereby widening the range.of scores
in eeth level, would dffset the problem.of unreliability cif placement
of students in thq levels. Furthermore, since staff report that
combination classes are now frequently used because there are not

- enough students at a single level to constitute-en entire class, this-
reduction in thp number of levels would serve a practical purpose as'
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EVALUATION OF THE ESOL/BILINGUAL PROQRAM:
VALIDATION AND RELIABILITY-OF THE ASSESSMENT MEASURES

,BAtKGROUND.

° MCPS provides English language instruction to students .whose English
proficiency is.. too limited for them to fUnction effectively kin regular -

classes. Approximately 3,800 students, most of whoM are foreign born, receive
such,instruction each year. Students'of limited.English :language proficiency.

,t4eive -language inseruction'in English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL)
.and/or bilingual classes under the direction of- the ESOL/tilingual Division.

.

ESOL/Bilingual services ere intended to prepare students to funCtiOn with
little or no supplemental English lariguage instruction in regular MCPS
cIassee. 'It is an.intensive program'of services that is expected to be. of
limited dUration for:any indpidual student. Normaliy, a student with limited
English,-language skitls will'be,enrolled in ESOL/Bilingual classes upon; entry'
into MCPS,' receive ESOL/BiIingual seevices in addition tn other instructional
services antifhe/she reaches exit7-level English language proficiency, and
will , subsesuently, move into a _regular MCPS', instructional program.
ESOL/Bilingual services are: offered, at A.evels ranging from inginning to
advanced, dependlng 'on_students' ,EngliSh 'language proficiency. A'formal
testing.nrocess (referred to as "entry/exit testing") has been used to
determine students' initial placement in ate iSOL/Bilingual program and to .

evaluate stddents'.readiness for departUre frot the ESOL/Bilingual program.

At the reitest of the ESqL/Bilingual Division, the Department 'of Educational
AcCovntability_ (DEA)began.an-evaluation of ESOL/Bilingual sarvices during the
1981-82 schoor year. The' first phase of this study, focusing on the
entry/exit testing T process,.'-was designed to evaluate the individual
instruments used for testing,- as well as the' overall entry/exit testing
process.; This report presents the resUltS of this evaluatitoh. The second'
phase of the evaluation, an evaluation of ESOL/Bilingual service delivery and
follow-up on program graduates, is being initiated during the 1982-83 school
year.

THE ENTRY/EXIT TESTING PROCESS

When student's of limited English proficiency enter MCPS, they are tested with
a battery of instruments designed to measure their English language,skills.
Performance on the assessment battery determines 1whether and at what level
they are placed. in ESOL/Bilingual 4classes. Students sere moved from
ESOL/Bilingual classes into a "mainstream" MCPS instructional program when
they attain the exit-level criterion score on a similar assessment battery.
Whereas the timing of students' entry testing is predetermined (upon initial
entry intcr MCI'S), students may be exit tested at any point when their
teachex(s) or parents reqUest it to determine their readiness for program
exit.

;

1. For Grades' 1-6, there are three levels of proficiency from beginning to
advanced; for Grades 7-12, there are five levels of proficiency.
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."
THE ESOL TESTS

.

Exhibit 1.describes.theinstruments used for entry/exit testing. 'The entry
assessment .battery consists of three instruments: the Language Assessment
Scale-(LAS), the,Minimum English Competency Test (MEC), and. the Entry Teacher
Evaluation.

The LAS is a commercial test that was nationally standardized on Hispanic
students: It assesses receptive and expressive oral langUage skills 'and is

individually administered. The MEC was developed by.MCPS SSOL program staff
to assess listening, speaking; reading, and writing ikills. The MEC is

generally individually administered, althOugh parts of it may be group
adminfstered.

_Finally, the Entry Teacher Evaluation, an interview individually administered
by the ESOL teacher, assesses students' English langUage pronueciatiOn,

A grammar, vocabulary, fluency, and comprehension. The Entry Teacher Evaluation
was-developed by MCPS.

Students'.' subtest scores on each instrument are weighted and combined into a
single total entry score, which provides the blsis for determining. initial
ESOL/Bilingual placement. Appendix A provides more detail on the .test
instruments and scoring procedures.

The exit assessment battery also consie'ts of three instruments: a parallel
form of the MEE, the LAS (a' parallel form does not exist), end the Exit
Teacher Evaluation. The Exit Teacher Evaluation differs from the entry form
in that it looks not only.at communication skills but also places a good deal
of emphasis bn students' classroom performance. Scores from the separate
inssrumenks are weighted to provide a single total exitscore, which is then
compared to a' preestablished exit-level criterion to determine students'

-readiness for departure frod the ESOL/Bilingual program. The Exit Teacher
Evaluation is usually completed by non-ESOL teachers.

ST7DY OBJECTIVES

The entry/exit testing process evaluation has three major objectives:

o To determine the validity of the MEC as an entry/exit assessment of
students' English language proficiency. The MEC, unlike the LAS,

has, not ...:een validated on "a.large samp.le of students with limited,
English language proficiency.

o To-determine whether parts of the assessment battery are redundant.
EliMinatin of redundancy would result in a more streamlined testing
process without loss of validity. More specifically, the question is

whether the LAS, which is 'extremely time-consuming to administer,
-could be removed from the testing .battery.

p.t.
. To determine the reliability and validity of the overall entry/exit
testing process. Ovetall performance determined' the placement of
students and the services received. If the overall assessment
battery is not valid, placement decisions ere.likely to be suspect
and the resultantiservices received of questionable appropriateness.



ESOL Entry. and pat Test Instruments

Percentage
of Scott: at

Instiument

LanruAme
Asses:;ment

Scale

Minimum English,
Competency
Tost

Ttuchel
Evaluotton
(Futty)

Teachel
F/aluation
(Exit)

/

Skills Assessed '

Minimal sound pairs,
Texical, phonemes,
comprehonsion, oral
pt ()duct ion

Listening, speaking

Listening, speaking,
reading, writing

4

Psonunciation, 4
graftunar, vocabular,
fluency, cbmprehonsion

Entry Exit

10 10

Adminis- Grade Form ' jorm
tration Levels Used at Used at
, Type Assessed Entry Exit

(A) (a)
individual K-6 ,A,B A,B

7-12

60 50 Jndividual .K-2
or group
Individual
or group 7-8

9*-12

30

kate-o1 learning NA,

Wolk/study habits and
motivation, complete-

acadomic performanpe,

(t)

noss and timeliness
of yotk, Mass parti-
c,ipat.ion I.

Ability to communicate
wiih the teacher,
ability to communicate
with peers, teacher's
prediction of the
student's likelihood
of tinccess in school
without further ESOL/

stvvices ,/

NA Individual ' K-12

tructured
interview)

40

NA 0

(c)

Individual K-12

(teacher
checklist)

A

NA

tt

NA

two forms exist, they are not parallel. Some teachers use Form A for
.ind Exit, 1.1nd some use Form B.

ale includectin total score computstion.
skills are not included in totat score computation..



SUMgARY OF FINDINGS
0

The stuay found that the individual components of the entry/exit testingprocess differed in reliability and validity and were to some extentredundant. The specific findings are*discussed in the following:

o Analyses comparing performance on the MEC and LAS indidate that, ingeneral, test scores on the two measuree are similar.. ,Since the LASis a nationally standardized and validated measure for Hispanicstudents, this suggests that the MEC/may be contidered to.be,a validmeasure of English language skllls for the MCPS Hispanic students.
o 'Additional analyses relating MEC scores to classroom peeformance andto rhe performance f native English speakers provide' further'evidence that the MEC is a valid measure of English proficiency. Thedata show that the test differentiates

appropriately between students'of different instructional levels= from all language gtoupa and; measures skill§ possessed by the native English speaker.

ConsideratUe time is devoted to the administration of the LAS, whichmust be given to students individually. However, students' scores onthe LAS comprise only 10 percent of their total scores on theeptry/exit assessment battery. The MEC, which takes lesw time toadminister than the LAS, has been found to be a valid measure ofstudents' oral and written English language skills and provides *datasimilar to that of the LAS.

o The study found that regardless, of performance on the MEC, Asian'students received higher scores than Hispanic students on the Exit''Teacher Evaluation and because of this were sometimes exited from theprogram with less proficiency in ttie English language. This isprimarily, because'the score on :he exit tnstrument, which makes up 40percent of the xotal exit score, reflects in large part ,classroomteachers' assessments of student performance in non-ESOL'subjects.This finding raises questions regarding both the' goals of the ESOLprogram and the degree to which the Exit Teacher Evaluation validlyassesses 4041dante readiness-to function in the mainstream.

o

f

The reliability of the te.acher evaluations is at present uneested.however, Ow lack of written objective criteria far their' scoringraises questions concerning their use.

The re_Labilit.: and validity of the overall entry/exit process is questionedyem se,,eral perspectives.

o Firs:, slate :he teacher e,aluations make up 30 percent of the entrysnc 4 percent of :he exis score, problems with them stroAgly affectthe vl!cy of the overall testing process.

o Seccnd, some teachers had a disproportionately large number ofstIdencs witn total scores of 0. suggests that at least some oftne tea ncners are not implemet:a the assessment process at entry butrather lre s:mply assigning a 0 t) students and placing' them in thele.,.est Level of proficiency.



o Third, the standard errors of the tests are large (10 to 13 points.

- at entry, 6 to 7 at exit) relative to the range of scores associated

with placeMent in different instruCtional proficiency levels. This
problem is especially severe at-the secondary level where a standard

' error of this magnitude could alter a student's placement by as much
as two levels in either direction.

o Fourth, for a variety of reasons, including the complexity of the

weighting procedure, the- need to combine scores from the subtests,

and the difficulty of scoring the LAS, computational errors were

found in over 30 percent of the scores. In a niamber of cases, these

errors led to students being placed' in an instructional ,level

different from that actually indicated by their score.

PROGRESS TO DATE

As a result of informal sharing of the study results with ESOL program
managers, the following changes have already taken place in the ESOL tdsting

program:

o The LAS has been eliminated from entry and exit testing, resulting
in a time savings of approximately 1,500 student hours and 1,500

staff hours for the 1982-83 academic year alone.

o A testing team has been formulated by the ESOI. offiCe to test all

entering and exiting ESOL students. Prior to the 1982-83 school

year, this team approach 'was 'tried on a pilot basis. Results of this

evaluation helped justify the need for. the team for the overall

testing process. The use .of the team will eliminate much of-the
concerns associated with inconsistent test administration and scoring

as well as free more teacher and aide time for instruction.

o The Teacher Evaluations' now contribute 30 percent f the total:
battery scores, and the MEC 70 percent. Thus, the total score is now'

based to a larger exten,t0A an instrument that is valid at least for'
.

MCPS ESOL population.
-

Discussions have already begun among ESOL staff at all ranks

concerning the discrepancy in' performance of Hispanic and Asian

students on the Exit Teacher Evaluations. completed by classroom

teachers. Plans are being made by both program and DEA staff to

f011ow up on this finding.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The above steps provide tangible, solutions to many of the concerns raised in
this report. The following recommendations address the.remaining concerns:

o The Exit Teacher Evaluation process needs further examination. As
it stands, 30 percent of -the student's exit score is based on
considerations not directly related to English language proficiency.
The philosophical issue of whether classroom performance can or
should override a student's opportunity to be mainstreamed from a
language program must be addressed. And, if it is.decided that this
performance is an important criterion for leaving the ESOL program,
the services provided to students need to be examined to assess their
adequacy in this area.

o A cont.rolled reliability analysis is suggested for what remains of
the entry and exit batteries. Included in this analysis would be an
examination of the teacher evaluation instruments in light of their
objectivity and appropriateness for the purposes for which they .are
used, a complete item analysis of the MEC with' a view towards.

' possible elimination of some.items, and a*Rasch calibration 'of items ,
across grade and language proficiency level's.

o Every effort should be made to further reduce the measurement error
associated with the entry and exit batteries. As a short-term
solution, reduction of the number, ofESOL working levels in Grades
7-12 from five levels to three, thereby widening the range of scores
in each' level, would offset the problet of unreliability of placement
of students in the- levels. Furthermore, since staff report that
combination classes are now frequently used becaube there are not
enough students at a si le

reduction in the nu
well.

level to constixute an entire class, this
er of levels would serve a practical purpose as

The remainder of this document, re nts the detailed findings. The general
results are contained in the b y of the text; the more technical information
su2porting these findings is presented in the footnotes and appendices.

DETAILF,D FINDINGS

:HZ ST7.701 SAMPLE

During the 1980-81 academic year, 3,746
2

students were enrolled in the ESOL
progrA4 for part or all of the year. Normally, students are entry tested only
once to determine theft initial placement in the ESOL program and are ,exit
tested onl:. when they are considered as candidates for mainstreaming in a

2. This figure includes all students who participated in ESOL classes'at any
time during :95!0-81. The maximum number enrolled At any pOint in time was
.201").
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regular MOPS instructional. program. To provide the necessary data for this
study, however, all students who were enrolled in the-ISOL progiam in the fall
of 1980 (2,593 students) were given the entry test battery. Similarly, all
students who were enrolled in the ESOL program in the spring of 1981 (2,507
tudents) were given the exit test battery regardless of their perceived

readiness for departure from ESOL. For purposes,of this study, students who
had incomplete,3 zero, or otherwise erroneous test batteries were eliminated
from the sample. This left a total of 2;376 entry tests and 2,406 exit
tests, _representing 63 percent and 64 percent, respectively, of the population
of students who were enrolled in the ESOL program for at least part Of the
1980-81 academic year. Unless otherwise noted, the results reported in the
subsequent sections are based on this saMple of students.

It should be stressed that this sample is more or lesi- representative of
students enrollee in EsoL during 1980-81, but is not representative of the
sMaller number of students who either entered the iESOL program for the first
time in the fall of 1980 or exited from the SOL program in the spring of
1981. In fact, many students who are included in this sample entered ESOL
prior to 1980-81., thus inflating the entry test score averages over what would
be expected from true,program entrants. Similarly, many students were exited
from ESOL prior to the end of the 1980-81 scholif year and were not part of the
sample included in the exit testing. Therefore, exit test score averages
obtained from this sample would be lower than those expected from bonafide
candidates for exit.

.

To facilitate comparisons among Students'. average seoree on the separate
tests, students' scores lor some analyses were transformed into standardized
scores. For each test at each level (Grades K-2, 3-6, 7-8, 9-12); students'
original scores were resealed into scores with a mean of iero and-a standard
devistion of_one (known a% 2 scores). SuCh a transformation yields. scores

. with the same metric that can be straightforwardly compared withouk a loss of
original precision.

/3. A student can receive a-total entry or exit score of zero only if he/she-
receives zero- scores on each of the separate tests. In theory, this should
occur only for students with no English language skiils. 'However, 187 (8

percent) of the students who were entry,tested had total scores of zero. It
is suspected that at least some of these zero scores were erroneous for two
reasons. First, not all of the students with zero scores were in the
beginning ESOL instrUctional levels at the time of testing. Second, some
teachers had a disproportionately large number of students with zero scores,
suggesting that at least some of the students were assigned across-the-board
zeroi rather thSn being entry tested. Since it was impossible to separate the
erroneous total zeros from the valid ones, all students with zero total entry
scores were eliminated from the analyses.

4. Standardized scores are computed by subtracting the group mean frcm each
student's raw score and dividing that number by the group standard deviation.
In this metric, for example, a score of 1.0 is equiValant to one standard
deviation above the meen, and a score of -1.5 is quivalent to one and'
cme-half standard deviations below the mean-.

, 7 22



VALIDITY OF THE MEASURES

Three kinde of validity were examined in this study: content validity,

concurrent lraliaity, and construct validity. Procedures for assessine these-
ere described briefly in the following:

o The analysis of content validity examined the English language

skills and competencies associated with high' performance on

test(s).

o . Goncurrent validity was established by comparing students'

performance on the instrument(s) to a predetermined standard .(e.g.,

yerformance on-an alternate instrument whose reliability and validity
are established).

o A comparison of students' performance on the teWs) to the way

things are expected to Operate in the. "real world"'was used to
establish construct validity. Students' test scores; for example,

should improve as they progress through the levels of ESOL/Bilingual
instruction. o,A_

THE MEC ,

The valiaity of the MEC Was a major consideration sin it is a MCPS-aeveloped

instrument that had not been subjected to the extensive rellebility, validitY,
ard norming analyses that are common for commercially developed instruments

prior to their use. The LAS, 'it will be recalled, is an instrumenttwhoie
reliability and validity as a 'measure of English language skills was

established on e national sample of ,Hispanic students. The first step in
establishing the validity of the MEC, then, was to compare students' MEC and

LAS- scores. The study found that results obtained from MEC and LAS testing
were very ,similar for most groups of students,5 which established the

zoncurrent validity of the MEC for Hispanic students.

The construct validity of the MEC was analyzed by charting students'

performance on the MEC as they progressed through the levels of ESOLiBilingUal

services. Students.' placement in levels of English langUage insttuction
(ransing f.rom beginning to advanced) is supposed to be determined by their

5. COrrelations between the total LAS And total MEC scores ranged between. .74
and .77 for entry testing results and between .56 and .77 for exit testing

results. Correlations between the LAS Total scores and MEC Listening/Speaking

5:ore's were of a comparable magnitude, while correlations between LAS Total
scnres and the %EC Reading or ;.;riting scores were lower. This pattern' is'

expected since :he LAS only measures oral Eilglish skills.

:n addition, when che mean LAS and MEC scores at entry and exit were. graphed
by ZSOL instructional levels, the curves were very stmila for both tests,

indicating equivalence of the measures for the groups tested. The correlation
are graphical findings both Support the Ooncurrent validity of the MEC (see

Figures 3-1 through 3-4 of Appendix 3).
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tglish language proficiency. The study found that students",_ assignments to
levels of English language instructiqn were associated with their MEC scores;
that is, the average MEC scores for students within ESRL/Bilingual lev
increased for each- level .from beginning to advanced. In addition,
students' MEC scores increased significantly over ,a year's time in the
ESOL/Bilingital program. Both sets of analyses uphold the construct
validity of the MEC.

The primary emphasis of ESOL/Bilingual instruction varies somewhat by grade
leven and by lvLs nf English language proficiency. Instruction for
students in the pri.ary grades and those at beginning ESOL/Bilingual levels
emphasizes listening an speaking skills, wheieas instrUction.for Ttudents who
axe more advanced_ in their English language skills and/or at higher grade
levels.emphasizes reading and writing skills. S.cores obtained on, the MEC
confirmed these eXpected differences: That4s, in the elementary grades lt
was.found that there -were significant differences between beginning and
intermediate students.in_the-1-ts-teffikFilid speakin-g seCillins1.--and-Wanced and
exited 'students dinqred significantly in reading and writing. /By Grade('
7-12, however, there was a shift with significant differences observed'between
beginning and -intermediate students' reading and writing skills. No .

differences in skill level were found begween advanced and exited students in-
Grades 7-12 (see Figures B-5 and 8-6). Theie diffetential patterns of
inCreased . performance correspond cn. differential emphases in ESOL/Bilingual
instruction, which provides further evidence for the content and construct
validity cf the MEC..

Finally, a sample of 190 native pglish-speaking students were tested on the
NEC in the spring o 1982. Almost all of the students (97 percent)

Av".

6. The one exception to this pattern is that students at Level 6 had a' lower -
"mean MEC Reading score at entry than students at Level 5 in Grades 9-L2. For
more detail, again refer to Figures B-1 through B-4.

7. :his finding is based on an analysis of differences in entry and exit test
scores from the fall of 1980 and the spring of 1981 testing fOr the 38 pencent
of the main sample who were enrolled in the ESOL program at both points in
time,. eliminating students who had zero total scores at either testing. The
gains over the course of the 1980-81 year were quite large, and statistically
significant, for all of the MEC scores as well as the LAS and total scoreS,
across all grade levels. See Table 3-3 for details.

8. These reSults were obtained from a Omple of 92 students enrolledl in ESOL.
in the spring of 1982 or who had recently-been exited from ESOL classes., The
students were selected at random to represent tht v'arious levels of ESOL
language competency and to represent a yariety of grades. The MEC Form A was
administered to b4inning and intermediate students; while Form B was given to
advanced and.eniced students. Results wer'e not-compared across forms.

9. These students were drawn from sevets schools representing varying_lavels--------7--L-
of average academic performenee and were eirolled in Grades 1 through 8 and
11. They were tested with Form A of, the MEC. These students represent the
standard of English language competency ig4inst which the performance of ESOL
student.; is compared, and therefore they should attain scores which would
_indicate no need of ESOL services.

6
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received total scores at or beyond th exit-levelAriterion score (see Takle.
3-4). Since attainment .of th exit- evel criterion inyticates a stifficiently

1advanced level 'of English lan age competency .for performanee in the
mainstream, this finding Jends''support" to the concurrent and construct
validity of the MEC. -

.

For all of the above' reasons, &he MEC _Ian be considered to be a valid measure
ce_English language skills for the MCPS ESOL/Bilingual population.

THE LAS

The LAS has been validated and normed on a national sample of Hispanic
studen , but its mlidicy as a measure of English language proficiency for
speakers e her native languages has not been demonstrated. It is a test of
receptiverand expressive oral language skills, and.tbus provides\no measure of
students' eading and -writing skills, which are equally limportan
effective functioning in.regular classes. The emphasis on. oral language also.

for

may bias the test for certain language groups. It is alleged, fOr example,
that some of the items requiring diacrimination in pronunciation are biased
against Asian students, whose native languages are based integrally on tonal
inflections. For these reasons, the content and cOnstruct validity of the LAS
As a test of general English language proficiency for. the MCPS ESOL/Bilingual
population is in queition.

The computation of total LAS scores is a complex process, involving conversion
of raw scores,to table values in three decimal'places'aa hand computation of
a total score in three decimal places. Many computational errors are made by
ESOL teachers ,and aides, resulting in scores which exceed the accepted score
range. an short, although correctly computed LAS total scores may be
reliable, the considerable amount of error that is introduced in practice in
the scoring process results in unreliable measures. (See Appendix A for
details.)

Finally, it has already been shown that individual students' scores,on the MEC
and the LAS are verr similar (the correlations between LAS and MEC scores are
fairly high, ranging between .74 and .77 at entry and between..515 and i77 for
exit; agairi see 'Tables B-1 and B-2): A comparison of average MEC and 1.AS*

scores, by grades and ESOt levels provides further eVidence for the high degree
of ovekap between the MEC and the LAS (see Table 3-5). Across all grades and
levels of ESOL instruction, 'students' mean LAS and MEC scores were very
similar. :C 13 apparent that the LAS provides very little information over
and above the results'based on MEC testi-ng.

'Mile the LAS has been nationally validated and standardized on Hispanic-
students, its us'e in across-the-board Assessment cf all tSOL students is
questi.)nable. Additionally, while considerable time is devoted to the
individual administration of the LAS, students' scores on the 'LAS comprise
only 10 perzang of their total scores on the.entry/exit assessment battery.
Moreover, the MEC has been fund to be a valid measure of students' oral And
written English language skills, and it assesses d.broader dcmain ef skill
area than dces the LAS. For these reasons, the LAS is superfluous in the ESOL

,

entry:exit testing prCcesS.

2 5
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THE TEACHER EVALUATIONS

Next t _Entry/ lacitTe valuations make the largest
co jt6Eion to a student's tdeal entrY or exiit test score. (In 1980-81;. the
EC and the Teacher Evaluation made_a 60 pe*cent and 30 percent contribution

caspeetively, to students' totai entry'scoresi and a 50 percent and 40 percent
contribution, respectively, to. students' ;total exit scores.) The .Entry
Teacher Evaluation ire-based on teacher ratinOs (:)e student performance on a

struCtured intervie4 in five separate areal.- The Exit Teacher Evaluation, og
the other hend, is a scale af ratings 'on; aspects of .studenta' classroom
performance 'such as- completeness and quality of work,'study skills, and woik
habits., Exit c,eacher ratings are averaged; across 11.teachers (ESOL and
non-ESOL) by student, whereas erqry ratings ere- made only by the ESOL teacher.

,*
A

41,

Analyseshow that- tht perfo, nce ratings which comprise a major-portion.of
the Exit TaXcher. Evaluation may beaffectingl the scores of some ,groups of
students mo e than others.. As a groupi Hispanic students, for example,
generallysobt. n performance ratinga from th ir teachers that Are lower than
theiT MEC sco es, while Asian students end to receive perfOrmafte tings
that are higher ban their MEC scores (e6e Fi ures 8-7 through B-10). As
a result, Hispati c students tend to be etained in ESOL/gilingual classes
longer than they w ld if their exit .scores were determined solely on the
basis of their MC and LAS performance. Asian Students, Oh the otheT hand,
tend to leave ESOL.c asses-with lower EnglishIlanguage skills because teachers
perceive 'their class oom performance in a mo e positive light: Wbether or not
these differences are efletted in performance once the student-is returned to

.the mainstream settin is not known at this p int. It is-clear, however, that
combining the language knd performance scores 4nto one core at exit obscures
these profile differences and may be lea ing to linIppropripte decisions
regardin whether.or not the student is ready t function in the mainstréam
classroom.

These findings cal/ to.the fore some fundamenOlal issue
evaluations,- especially the format used for exit\ testin
inclusion Of classroom performance items onl.the e,

Cr tical questions concerning the goals of the 4'.0L/Bikin
pr gram intended to affect student-developmen\t and cl
we 1 as lan&uage proficiency? And, if it is; lare th

pr vided appropriate for addressing such,performace gael
I

Fin Ily, it must be . mentioned that Lt ianot 'einown h
are either at entry or exit, as no objec;i7e behavioral

More specificall.j, average standardized scores on t
in; and the Exit Teacher Evaluation were calculate
erts by grade levels and levels of ESOL instruction
Level 6 students in Grades 7-8 and 9-12, Asian $
always lower then their mean Exit Teacher
ic students, there were no major differenc

her Evaluation totals at the lower ESOL levels, bu
levels across grades, students' mean Exit TeaC

erally lower than their mean YEC totals"- This* "'results ars shown in
ures 3-7 through 3-JO.

regarding the teacher
. Specifically, the

it evaluation raises
ual program. Is the
ssroom.performance as
services thee are

reliable the ratingi
criteria are provided

MEC total from exit'

fpr Asian and Hispanic
With the* exception

udents' mien MEC totals
/aluation totals. For
s- between mean MEC and
at. the more advanced

er Evaluation totals were
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for the assignment of.ratings. Thus,'it i8 not known whether ratings,prodUced
by.,different te,ichers woilid be ecillivalent as regards; either language
ptoficiency r betiavior.

4

In.summary; the Entry Teacher Evaluation probably :introduces a.source of
unreliability into-,the entrreitsing prOcesS, and the Exit TeaCher Evaluation
reduces the validity of. the exit astessment procedure as a measure. of EngliSh
language proficiency. 4

VALIDITY OF THE OVERALL ENTRY/EXIT TESTING FROCESS

The study also examined the validity of the total scores on the entrY and exii.
test battertes, particularly in terms of theif usefulness for purposes of
assigning students to levels of 'ESOL instruction and delermining their
'readiness for termination of ESOL services.

The problems discussed abbve; especially ..those concerning the teacher:
eValuatiorm, clearly affect the .usefulness of the overall entry/exit testing
process; 'ImedditiOn, hOwever,:there are three*other sources Df weakness that'
challenge the reliabilfty and validity of the overall:procedure.

First, one problem withthe reliability of the entry testing kocess is ;hat
relatively large proportion of the total eairy tett scores were:zero (8,,
percent). is-possible for students with absolutely. no Englieh language
_skills to'obtaintotal entry scores-of zero;' yet:this figure seems-eXcessively.
large. An analysis of ent.ry: test scores asSigned by individual teachers
showed that soMe teachers h4d a disproportionately large number of students
With-total SC6res of zero, suggesting that-at least sothe of the cero entry
scOres.may be attributable to aipractict of nontesting at'entrycn the Part of,
spme teachers. -This practice, if it occurs, reduces the reliability-of the
entry testing process.

4

Second, there is also reason to believe that the meaSuremeni..errors -of hoth
entry and, exit total batteries .4re large. The standard deviations of the
total scores are large (see Table B-6). Ii we assume that 'the .total score
reliability is in the neighborhood of :8 (a fairly high reliability
coef,ficient-for tests a tilete types),.then the standard' errors of theasurement
range from 10 to 13 phints for the entry .total scores and from 6 to 7 points
for.the exit total scores.(see Table B=6). These numbers are large relative
to the range of scores associated with placement in specific ESOL
instruCtionallevels (see Table B-7).

i

' .

standard errormAf a means that, upon retesting, approximately one-third of
the students would be expedted to obtain scores more than 10 points hi er or
lower than their original scores purely by' Chance. For secondary school t
stUdents, where a student could be assigned to any'one of five levels, score
variations of this magnitude could alter a student°'s entry :ESOL placextent by
as much as two levels-ii either direction. Thie suggests that the total test
score disgriminates poorly for purposes of establi4hing placement levelS that
differ in term's a English language proficiency, ft,,r students in Grades 7-42.

,

,

For all- of the ablove reasims., a student yho Is reasstsied on the test battery
would be almost as likely:to be pliced'in a different ESOLiBilingual placement

. .

level as the saMe .one dUe to sodrCes of, unreliability and Invalidity in the.
total testing process rather.,thanto studentsYEnglish language competency.
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Third, for a variety, of reaspns, including the complexity of the weighting,
procedure,, the need to, combine scores from:the subtests, and the difficulty of
scoring the LAS, computational errors were found in over 30 percent Of the
scores. In a number of fcases, these errors led to students being placed in an
instructional level different from that actually indicated by their score.

Thus, the overall entry/exit assessment procedure has some critical weaknesses'
and needs improvement before it can be considered a reliable and valid tool
for either assigning students tO ESOL/Bilingual instructional levels or
determining whether a.student may return to the mainstream.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS TO DATE

Based upon the informal sharing ot prelimidary evaluation findings with the
ESOL/Bilingual program managers, 'several substantial changes which will
greatly enhance the ESOL/Bilingual, testing process have already.been made. To
reiterate:

The LAS has
in'-a time
staff hours

bsen eliminated from entry and exit testing,
savings of apprdximately 1,500 student ours
for the 1982-83 academic year,alone.

o A:testing team has been formulated by .the ESOL officell
will conduct all ESOL testing for the 1982-83 year.
the team will eliminate much of the concerns associated, w.ith.

inconsistent test administration and scoring as well as free more
teacher and aide time for instruction.

resulting
and 1,500._

This team
The (lite of

The Teacher Evaluations
battery',soores, and the
based to a larger extent
the MCPS ESOL population.

now contribute 30 percent of the total'
MEC 70,percent, Thus, the,total score is now
on an instrument that is valid at least for

4
o Discussiorm have already begun among ES0L staff .at all tanks.

concerning the discrepancy in performance assigned to., iipanic and
Asian students on the Exit Teacher Evaluation hy classroom teachers.
Plans are being made by both program and DEA staff to tollow up: on
this finding,

DEA will continue:. to:Work closely -with the ESOL1Biltngua1.Division in the
'conduct of theirprogram evaluati,on..". Additional-dctivities,.which ate planned '

to start .in the 1982-83 school year, include a follow-up- evaluatfon:of, former
ESOL students 'who were Mainstoeded ihto regular. . MOPS itlaseesi, it. 'is

euggested that future activities 'also include the recommendations nontained in
this document for further:studyof thatest batteries..

' 11. This team has beenoperating on a, pilot sis for approximately two
years. Findints included in this reitort helped subitanttate the need fejr this
team in all ESCL entry and exit testing. -7
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THE ESOL TESTING PROCESS

THE ESOL TESTS

Four-different instruments are used in the ESOL Entry and Exit Teacher
assessment process: the Language Assessment Scale (LAS), published and
standardized by Linguametrics Group; the kinimum English Competency Test (MEC)
-deVeloped in MCPS; a teacher evaluation of student language-proficiency
(structured interview) utilized at entry; and a teacher Checklist of student.
performance utilized at exit. Both teacher instruments were developed in
MCPS: Exhibit A-1 illustrates these tests, the skills they assess, and the
levels and forms available.

Examination of Exhibit A-1 indicates that onli one of the four measures, ehe
MEC, may be administered in a group setting,' although it is usually e

individually administered. The MEC is primarily multiple'choice. The:bAS
must be individually administered since it assesses .solely receptiv4 and'
prbductive language. It is trine consuming to administer and for this reason -

is not favored by many teachers.

The teacher evaluation, Used at entry is a structured interview and: is
individually administered. The. results 'are somewhat subjective since the -

teacher must rate the student's perforMance in five aspects of nglish Usage
on a six-point rating scale.from beginning language skills to native speaker.

The teacher evaluation used at exit testing is a checklist of performance
completed by the student's SSOL and non-ESOL teachers. (The three instruments
illustrated above are administered or completed solely by ESOL teachers or
aides.). At exit, all of the student's teachers rate him/her on eight .aspects
of behavior, of which only the first five are included in the student's exit
score (see Exhibit A-1). Ratings assigned by all the teachers are averaged
into one score-, per behavior area, thus producing scores that are less
dependent on the subjective evaluation of a particular teacher than is' the
ca4e at entry testing:



EXHIBIT A-1

ESOL Entry and Exit Test. Instruments

instrument.

Language
Asse;:smeni.

Seale

Minimum English
Compereney
Test

,Teaehei- -

Evaluation
(Entry)

Toacher
Evaluation
(Exit)

Skills Assessed

TAdminis- Grade
tration Levels
Type Assessed

Used at
Entry

Form
Used et
Exit

.Minimal sound pairs;
lexical, phonemes,
comprehension, orpl
production

Listening,,speaking

Listening, speaking,
reading, writing .

Pronunciation,
.grammar, vocabulary,
fluency, comprehension

Rate of learning, ,

academic performance,
work/study habits and
motivation, complefe-.
ness and timeliness
of work, class parti-
cipation

Abiliiy to communicate
with the teacher,
.ability to communicate
w4.th peers, teacher's
prediction of the
student's likelihood
of success in school
without further ES01,/
Bilingual services

-N.

Individual K.41

7-12

Individual K-2
or group
Individual
or group

IndiVidual
(structured
interview)

3-6
7-8
9-12

K!-12

Individual K-12
(teacher
checklist)

A,B(4).
(a)

NA

While
entry
These
These

two
and
okel,

ski

-forms exist, they are not parallel. Bome teachers Sse Form-A for
exit, and some use ,Form B.
Ils Are included in total score computation.
ils are not included in total store comptitation. MST PiAABLE4.04g



THE SCORING PROCESS

Each of the four instruments has its own scoring algorithm. Exhibit A-2
illustrates the processes by which subscale scores are obtained, and ,

Exhibit A-3 shows final computations for the LAS, tlEc, Entry/Extt Teacher
Evaluations, and total score.

It may be noted that the LAS, which initially'pxoduces a maximum tota.1 score.
. of 101 at Grades K-6 and 95 at Grades 7-12; contributes only 10 percent of the
total score upon which ESOL ptogram placement is based. The MEC, which
produces .a mexiTum total score of 40 at Grades K-2, 100 at,Grades 3-6, 130 or.
180 at Grades 7-8 , and po at Grades 9-12, contributes ,,60 _percent of the
total placement score: Finallr, the teacher evaluations, which produce
maximum total scores of 30 and 132 at entry and ex4t,.respectively, contribut
30 percent of their respective total scores. Thus, it may be concluded
that a student's placement in the ESOL continuum of services' is largely
influenced by performance on the MEC and by Entry/Exit Teacher(Evaluation.

PROGRAM PLACEMENT

Program placement is determined primarily.by the student's total score on the
ESOL entry or exit test battery. However, the ESOL teacher is -.empowered to

adjiist the student's placement level up or down either if it is believed that
the test results are inaccurate or if other factors, such as student behavior
or, motivation, are considerations. Exhibit A-4 displays the placement levels
and score ranges utilized in the provision of EOL/Bilingual services in
MCPS. Students in Grades K-2 have two working levels in ESOL into which they
mav be placed, students in Grades 3-6 have three working levels, and students
in Grades 7-12 have five levels.

1'.\,See the column labeled "Raw Score Maximum" in Exhi:13-ii A-2.
.:,/. i

2. 130 at entry, 180 at exit.
,

-, 3. In 1980-81, the MEC contributed 50 percent of the toral-exit score. This'
was changed to 60 percent in 1981-82.

4. The Exit teacher evaluat;on contributed 40 percent of the total exit score
in 1980-81. This was changed tcr 30 percent in 1981-82.. .

A-3
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EXHI3IT A-2

Scoring of ESOL Entry and Exie Instruments

:nstr%ment ;rides Subtesc

Ray
Score

Maximum
Conversion
Algoritha

Converted
Score

Maximum

Language
Assessment
Scale

Lanc.taos

Assessment

ALn..num
Eng:Lan
..otc5tant!

K75 (inimal sound pairs.-
Lexical
Phonemes
Sentence

comprehension
Oral production

-.2 Minimal sound pairs
Laxical
?honemes
Comprenension
)ral produCcion

Liotening
Lisceningispea(ing
Speaking

30 Table lookup of
20 Table lookup of
36 ' Table lookup of

10 Table lookup of
. s

Rating scale of
raced 1-5, then
Score converted

Saaa
Same
Same
Sass
Same

le

IS

as

le

K-6

4-6
K-5

K-6
K-4

raw IMOLA .125
LAW score .125
LAW AMOCO .125

raw score .125
six items,
averaged.
Sy tabre lookup. .5

.125

%125
.125

.125

Listening x 2.3 Listening
.f.Liscening/speaking Speaking)

x 2.3 0 Speaking

.3

37.6"

62.3

. 3-6 Listening . 15

Liateninvapeaking;.4.01.
Speaking

None

Listening:speaking Speaking
Speaking >

15

25

Eeadihg 35 None 35
'Writin; :5 None. 25

S.Listsning :0 Listening 'x .3 ,2.istsning 10
ipeaeing :0

. None, 20
Eeading 30-Entry

60-Exi:
Reading x :4
Reading x

30

'Writ:nO .0-Entr.!

SO-Exit
None

-"Writing x ,5 40

Listening , :1 Listening x .5 Listening 10
iosseIng
Etti:no

20

60
None
Reading x .5 Reading

20

30
'writing kg 'drittng c .3 'Writing LO

:aa;.a: ?ran..n:iatian None
: None

1:con...ary None
71..1 6 None

1

:amor/ne-s on None 6
.

: Eats :f lear.ing ;2 Average across All teachers 32
ntr!ormence .; Average acrass al: testners .0

-aatts :2 Average atrass all teachers
Zomple:e;ess eano
- ::te.iness t41' Aver4. aaross all teschers 8

:lass 3 Average across al: :escners 3.
zit, ;.1:n tesznor 3. Not zomputeo

:J

:1:e viz'a ;sirs Not :omp.ated
:eocner s

a! v:ccess vitna%.:
ES-L 3 'at :anogted

33
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EX0IBIT A-3

Computation Algorithms for Total Score

Assessment Maximum
Grades Time Score Type Algorithm 1..-tcore

K-I2 Entry/Exit LAS(a)

K-2 Entry

3-12 Entry -

= (.125+.125+.125+.125+.5) x.10 10

MEC = (Listening+Speaking) x/.6 60

= (Listening4Speaking+Reading-
+Writing) x .6 60

K-12 Entry TOcher = [No conversion necessary] 30
Evaluation

MEC

K-2 Exit MEC (Listening+Speaking) x .5'

:i-

t 1:12 Exit MEC = (Listening+Speaking+ReadingVI
+Writing) x .5

:

j..-----
K-12 Exit Teacher (Rate learn. + acad. gif. +

Evaluation wàrk/study skills + completeness
-.. + class particip.) x .4 40(c)

-.

,K-12 Entry/Exit TOTAL . LAS. + MEC + Teacher Evaluation 100

(a) .425,and -5 are maximum table, lookup scores.
(b) Weighting I-actor was changed to .6 for 1981-82. year.
(c) Weighting Iactor was changed to .3 for 1981-82 year.

a

U.

34
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EXHIBIT A-4

ESOL/Bilingual Placement Levels as Determined
By Entry/Exit Test Scores

Grades Level Descritition
Entry/Exit Test
Score Range

'1-2 1 Beginning 0- 54 ,
.2, Intermediate 55- 74
6 No ESOL 75-100

3-6 1 Beginning 0- 54
2 Intermediate 55- 74
3 Advanced 75- 84
6 No ESOL 85-100

7-12 1 Low Beginning 0-.110
2 High Beginning .

41. 55
3 Low Intermediate 56- 64
4 High Intermediate 65- 74
5 Advanced - 75- 84
6 No ESOL 85-100

589b/75
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AliPENDIX B

Statistical Tables and Figures
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TABLE B-1

Pairwise Correlations Between LAS and MEC Entry Scores

(

Score Pairs Grades K-2 Grades'3-6 Grades 7-8 Grades 9-12

LAS Totafaith MEC Total .74 .77 .75 .74
LAS Total with MEC'Listening .74 .78 %71 , .73

and Speaking Combined '- /

LAS'Total with leg Reading f - * .66 .69 .70
LAS Total with MEC Writing - .66 .71 .61

Number of Students ift Sample 725 635 242- . 587
^^

*tn Grades K-2 the MEC contains only Listening and Speaking.

TABLE B-2

Pairwise Correlations Between LAS and MEC Exit Scores

Score Pairs Grades K-2 Grades 3-6 Gradei 7-8 'Grades 9-12

LAS Total with MEC Total .73 .56 .64 .77
LAS Total with MEC Listening,

and Speaking Combined
.73 .59 . .70 .7.2

LAS Total with MEC Reading -* .47 .56 .70
LAS Total with MEC Writing - .47 .50 .65

iiumber of Students in Sample 828 716
,

262 593

*In Grades K-2 the MEC contains only Listening and Speaking..

589b

4'



TABLE B-3-

T-Tests of Significance of Entry to Exit Gains for Students with Nonzero
Entry and Exit Total Scores

Grades Measure

Mean-
Entry
Score

Mean
Exit
Score

Mean
Gain DP Probability

K-2 MEC Listening and
Speaking and MBC
Total 19.1 31.4 12.3 30.6 476 .000

LAS 4.6 7.1 2.5 23.3 476 .000
Totai Battery 45.9 70.7 24.8 26.2 476 .000

3-6 MBa Listening and
Speaktng 24.2 35.1 10.9 22.7 423 .000

MEC Reading 12.0 , 25.1 13.1 29.5 423 - _000. -*

MEC Writing 8.5 . 15.6 7.1 21.5 423 .000
MEC Total 44.6 75.7 31.1 30.1 423. .000
LAS 5.5 7.8 2.3 20.8 423 400
Total Battery ,45.9 70.3 '24.4 23.1 423 .000

7-8 MEC Listening and
Speaking 14.4 20.1 5.7 12.7 138 .000

MEC Reading 13.2 19.7 6.5' 12.4 Z38 .000
MEC Wiiting 15.7 23.9 8.2 10.0 138 .000
MEC Total 43.4 63.9 '20.5 13.7 138 400
LAS 5.0 7.1 2.1 12.1 138 .000
Total Battery 44.2 64.2 20.0 13.2 138 .000

9-12 MEC Listening and
Speaking 14.0 19.1 5.1 18.4 353 .000 ,

MEC Reading 15.7 4.7 5.0 17.2 353 .000
MEC Writing 19.4 25.8 6.4 Z5.9 353 .000
MEC Total 49.2 65.7 16.5 22.7 353 .000
LAS 5.9 7.1 2.1 18.0 353 000
'Total. Battery 47.2 66.2 19. 43.3 353 .000

.389b
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TABLE B-4

Results of MEC Testing of Native Englishrspeaking Seudents

Score Range
Total

N %
1

N

Grades
K-2

% .N

Grades .

116
% N

Grades

778
% N

Grades
9-12

%

/ '

, less than 80a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

80-84
b

7 4 2 5 1 1 4 10 0 0

85-0c 15 8 3 7 3 3 6 15 3 12

90-94c 52 27 8 18 25 22 9 23 10 38

95-100c 122 62 31 70 57 66 21 53 13 50

(a) Failing scoie at all grade levels.

(b) Pagsing score for Grades K-2; .failing at all other grade levels.

(0 Passing score at all gradellevels.

3-3
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- TABLE B 5

Mean Standardized Entry Test Scot s by EFL Pro4ciency Level*

--

Grades' Instrument
Level 1 Lev 1 2 Level 3 Level 4 LeveJA ,tevel

No ESOL

K-2. LAS .38 . 5 1.00
MEC ,43 .6 1.13
Teachet Evaluation .43 .56 1.20 ,

Total - .4 .66 1.20

Number of Students

1.11.-

1.25
,1.50

1.38

205 75 ' 59

3-6 LAS .54 .55 ' .85 . .
1.06

MEC .74 ..,61 1.09 1.41
Teacher EValuation ..64 .54 '*1401 1.46
Total - .72 .61 1.09 1.46

Number of Stude ts '289 215 95 -34

'7-8 LAS - .62 .15
MEC. - .81 .24

Teacher Evaluation - .80 .06
Total , ,.79 .22

. 1

Number of Students 54

9-2 LAS .82 - .31

MEC - 1.05 - .17

Teacher Evaluation - 1.00 - .27
Total - 1.07 .23

Number of Students 149 140

.53. ,86 .99 1.14

.68 .95 1.23 1.51

.57 .82 1.07 1.77

.7a .98 1.25 1.6'7

44 35 14 8

.47 .77 .91 1.18

.43 .83 1.12 1;19

.40 ..76 1.16 1.72

.45 .86 1.19 '

124 75 84 15 :

*Proficiency Levels:
K-2: 1.Begirining; 2sIntermediate; 3-Unknown (there should'be no'Levol 3..

students in grades K-2, yet 75 were included in the eptry teat
population).

3-6: 1mBeginning; 2sIntermediate; 3Advanced.
7-12: IfiLow beginning; 2mHigh beginning; 3.4.07 intermediate; 4110High

intermediate; 5mAdvanced.

589b.
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TABLE B-6

.

Standard.Deviations and Standard Errors of Measurement
Of

<
Entry and Exit Total Scores by-Giade Levels

-4

Entry
Btandard
Deviation

Standard Error* Standard Standard Error*
of,Measurement' Deviation of Measurement

. -

1c4-2 28.8 13.0- 16.0 72
1-6.' - 28.2 : 12.7 15.5 J.0
7-8 25.6 . 11.5 15.0 6.8
9-42 22:4 10.1 -14.4 6.5

*the ;'tandefd errors of Measurement are ,computed on the basis of' an Aummli
tOtal- score reliability of .8. If the true toial tco6 reliability.is lower,
the' standard errors, of measurement 'would be, larger. The formula is
SEMSD4-7-7i. where SEM=Btanaard Error of Measurement, SD=Standerd Deviation,
and r=Reliability Coefficient.



TAM A77' "

/SOL/Bilingeal'Plecement:,Levels ap Determined
. :11y Entry/Exit Test Scores

.

Grades

K-2

3-6

589b

7-12

Level

2

6

2

3

6

.2

L4
5

6

Description

. .

Beginning
Intermediate
No ESOL,

Beginning.
Intermediate
Advanced
No ESOL

Low Beginning
High Beginning
Low Intermediate
High Intermediate
Advanced
No ESOL

Entry/Exit Test
,Score Range

0- 54
55- 74
75-100

0- 54
55- 74

7- 84
85-100

0- 40
41- 55.

.56- 64.

65- 74
75- 84
85-100
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